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Abstract 

We present the essential features of the 20 3 30 
MeV nicrotron single pass FEL (oscillator) project de- 
velcped at the C.N.9.X. Frascati Center for high aver- 
age power infrared radiation generaticn (h = 10 + 30 
Pm). 

1. Introduction and Theoretical Remarks 

It has been undertaken at the C.N.E.N. Frascati 
Center an experimental activity to realize a FEL oper- 
ating with a microtron as electron beam (e.b.) source. 1 

In recently developed theoretical analyses2-4 of 
the single pass machine FEL operation, it has been shown 
that the small signal gain per ?ass, relevant to the 
r-th SupermoCe (%)2, is 
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f Inhomogeneous broadening due to the emittance, 

= r.m.s. emittance. (For comments see l-4 cl ). (2) a 
Without entering the details of lReq$ we recall 

that it is a function depending on @ and on the parame- 
ters nc, IJ~, pa. Its typical behaviour is displayed in 
Fig. 1 where we have plotted Req$ :-s @ for the first 
seven SZls in the follcwing cases 
(a) p, = .5, nc = u, = 0 ("homogeneous broadening") 

(b: 11, = .5, 11, = .18, 1-1, = .26 ("Inhomogeneous broad.: 

ening" typical for the FEL-micro;ron operation 
at 20 MeV) . 

By comparing Fig. la and Fig. lb it appears that 
the presence of the energy spread and emittance, as 
elsewhere noticed$ reduces boththecaxima of 7Iieq$(and 
thus the gain) and'the maximum @variations (and thus 
t:he maximum cavity length variations). In the present 
case the reduction lies within 10%. 

To achieve laser action one must optimize the fun- 
danental parameters of the apparatus to have enough 
gain per pass to reach the saturaticn in a time small 
with respect to t:?e e.b. pulse duration. Including the 
losses the net, gain for each SM is 

* On I.eave from I.N.F.N. - Frascati 

r+l Fig. 1 - Plot vs @ of the first seven SMs (lReq( <P,e 

(a) nc= 0.5, p, = C, !.J, = C 

(b) bc= 0.5, p, = .16, 1~, = .26 

1:: T tL~LZt~l',ises 

(3) 

In this connection SMs with ur > 0 saturate 
(see Fig. 1) and the maximum @ variations for the laser 
action are reduced. To account for the saturation ef- 
fects we reed the strong signal analysis developed in3, 
where the numerical dependence on @ of the laser pulse 
energy has been studied, and it has been found a behav- 
iour similar to the experimental one 5 (for further com- 
ments see 3 and references therein).Thelaser pulse en- 
ergy or better the adimensional laser pulse energy X3, 
has been useful in defining the single pass FEL effi- 
ciency which, in this connection, reads 
ri 1 x(Aw/w) 0’ (4) 

2. Experimental Characteristics 

(a) Microtron 

The first step towards the realization of the ex- 
perimental program has been the modification of the 
12IIeV, 60 mu Frascati micrctron6, to increase the energy 
hr substituting the Wernholm-tse icjection with the 
Kapitza one.7 Such an improvement has allowed to reach 
an energy around 20 Me'1 to the 22-tt orbit, with a maxi- 
mum pulse current of about 35 mA, an emittance of 3 mm. 
mrad and an energy spread of 0.12% ; 

Such performances have been obtained with the mi- 
crotron operating with a 2MW, 2 + 4 usec S-band magne- 
tron. The power lost in the resonator was about 600 kW 
and the e.b. power about 700 kW.7 

The electrcn beam parameters, to have laser action, 
are summarized in Table I and will be achieved by sub- 
stituting the actual magnetron with a CSF-Thomson 12 
nsec-3 GHz high power (15 MW/30 kW) klystron, with a 
maximum e.b. energy available of 20 MeV; and, succes- 
sively, by substituting the actual 80 cm diameter mag- 
net with a new 150 cm one (whose realization is in 
progress) to reach an energy up to 35 MeV. 

(b) Wiggler Magnet and Transport Channel 

The Wiggler magnet designed for the ?rascatipFEL- 
microtron operation is a yermancnt ma net 
with the following project parameters 4 

(S!lCo,)-, 

A =5cm,L, = 2.25 n (Ao/~)o Q 1.1 x 10 
-2 

9 
h Z (magnet gap) = 2.4 cm, B. % 3 kC, :( % 1. 

i"he transport channel has been designed to match 
the optical e.b. characteristics at the microtron cut- 
put with the suited ones to minimize the inhomogeneous 
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syre~: in the wiggler nugnet.To this aim two pairs of 
injepenrient quadrupole magne:c(D-F) have been inserted 
and the bending structure is provided by the magnets 3. 
The general layout is sketched in Fig. 2 while in Fig. ? 
we ha-$e plotted the optical functions (Bx, ay)LG 

OPTICAL CAVITY 

o.- I3 
DF B M BDF B M 

Im’ 

of 3$, we find 5Lc Q 75 pm. We ha:,,: planned to measure 

Fig. 2 - FEL miorotron experimental layout 
D-F E vertical and radial focusing quadrupole 

magnets 
3 E bending magnet 
W 5 wiggler magnet 
M 5 optical cavity mirror 

Fig. 4 - 3ie< V’S 0 (ll, = 0.3, uE = .125, va = .18) 

40 $im) 
1 

r-l h If-p- 
DFB B BDF W B 

Fig. 3 - Transport channel optical functions 
4 x, By ? radial and vertical beta functions 

(c) Laser Beam Performances 

We cow briefly discuss the main laser beam (1.b.) 
expected characteristics. We recall that at the safura- 

ower is linked to the e.b. one by the 
.;;~,";;s:,;~,El ( 
P_ = (aw/o:oPE 

see Eq. (4) and recall that X s 1) 
(5) d 

where P, p are the 1.b. and e.b. power respectively. In 
Table 1";; summarize typical 1.b. chai.acteristics for 
thz operating regions A x 25 + 35 urn (Table IIa, e.b. 
characteristics frcn Table Ia) and X r~ 10 t 23 urn (Table 
IIt, e.b. c'r.aracteris>ics from Table Ib). 

As to the maximum cavity length admissible varia- 
ttsns, it has been already noticed, that they are re- 
duced if the losses are taken into account. As example 
let us consider the case of Fig. lb relevant to the FEL 
~per~a',ion at 32.6 urn, from the figure it appears that 
fixing the losses around 5% we obtain a maximum cavity 
length variation rSL, z 280 Km. Fcr a further example we 
'r.ave plotted in Fig. 4 E?eqlvs @ (at uc "2 0.3; 
1~s Z .1?5, ua 'L .18) for the FEL operation a: h 'L 16 pm; 
takin; into account the i:ri.e--;, which are of the order 
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TABLE I 

e.b. Ecergy E (MeV) 

Average Current (Pulse)!ti> 

Peak Current (Bunch) CA) 

Pulse Duration TM (usec) 

Energy spread UE (5) 

Emittance (vertical)oa (mmsmrad! 

Klystron Peak Power PP (NW) 

KlystronAveragePowerG(kW) 

Xagnet Diameter (cm) 

Injection 

Bunch Length (mm) 

Repetition Frequency (Hz) 

TABLE II 

Wavelength x (iim) 

e.b. Energy E (MeV) 

Gain G (A) 

Cavity lcsses YT ($1 

Net gain Cx (%) 

Pulse rise time TP (lisec) 

Energy per pulse d (J) 

Average power PL (at 

150 Hz) !w) 

Wiggler magnet 

(a) 

20 

Q 350 

'Q 6.5 

12 

'7r .12 

'L3 

15 

30 

80 

Kapitza 

s7 

$1 

(a! 

32.6 

20 

27 

5 

22 

'L3.5 

$0.7 

"v 100 

-I-- 

I 

T 

:b 1 

2 30 

% 250 

21 4.5 

12 

% .08 

%2 

1:' 

30 

150 

Kapitza 

x7 

2, 153 

-- 

(b) 
1 

1G 

28.5 

15 

3 

1.2 

Q 6.5 

'L 0.45 

permanent magnet 



the variation of the cavity length by means of an inter- 
ferometric system and to control the tune between the 
round trip cavity period and the electron bunch-bunch 
time distance by using an active computer controlled 
feedbaci. 
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9 - 
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